The Guided Filter (GF) is well-known for its linear complexity. However, when filtering an image with an n-channel guidance, GF needs to invert an n×n matrix for each pixel. To the best of our knowledge existing matrix inverse algorithms are inefficient on current hardwares. This shortcoming limits applications of multichannel guidance in computation intensive system such as multi-label system. We need a new GF-like filter that can perform fast multichannel image guided filtering. Since the optimal linear complexity of GF cannot be minimized further, the only way thus is to bring all potentialities of current parallel computing hardwares into full play. In this paper we propose a hardwareefficient Guided Filter (HGF), which solves the efficiency problem of multichannel guided image filtering and yields competent results when applying it to multi-label problems with synthesized polynomial multichannel guidance. Specifically, in order to boost the filtering performance, HGF takes a new matrix inverse algorithm which only involves two hardware-efficient operations: element-wise arithmetic calculations and box filtering. In order to break the linear model restriction, HGF synthesizes a polynomial multichannel guidance to introduce nonlinearity. Benefiting from our polynomial guidance and hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm, HGF not only is more sensitive to the underlying structure of guidance but also achieves the fastest computing speed. Due to these merits, HGF obtains stateof-the-art results in terms of accuracy and efficiency in the computation intensive multi-label systems.
Introduction
Since 2010, GF has been applied to many computer vision and graphics problems such as image retargeting [6] , color transfer [1] and video dehazing [33] . Among them, multi-label system maybe one of the most suitable applications for GF to make full use of its efficiency and effectiveness because the heavy computation in multi-label system * Corresponding author. is in urgent need of a fast filtering tool. A typical multilabel system [12] records the costs c for choosing a label l at coordinates x and y in a cost volume (V (x, y, l) = c) according to the input data. Then WTA (Winner-Takes-All) label selection strategy is exploited to determine the final label for each pixel (x, y) after the aggregation (i.e. guided image smoothing) step operated on each slice of the cost volume. Besides applying GF to the aggregation step of the multi-label system, we can also incorporate it into MRF models [28, 30] since edge-aware filters adopted in these MRF models can be taken place by GF directly.
Due to the linear complexity and edge-preserving ability, GF is consider as the best choice [12] among all candidate filters for the multi-label system. However, a blemish of GF is that the color image guided filtering algorithm is not very efficient. More specifically, matrix inverse is a timeconsuming operation, but GF needs to invert a 3 × 3 matrix for each pixel to calculate both coefficients w p of Eq (1) and filtering result Z(q) according to the ith channel I i (q)
of a color input guidance I. Fig 1a plots the run time of inverting 10 6 matrices with increasing matrix size, where the matrix inverse algorithm is the built-in LU algorithms of OpenCV. We can observe that the run time increases with the size of matrix dramatically. Hence it is inefficient to apply GF to multi-label system with a multi-channel guidance, especially for a large channel number. To decrease the execution time, the most straightforward method for GF is to launch a set of threads to invert matrices simultaneously. However this strategy is not very efficient on current hardwares. This is because 1, both CPU and GPU rely on SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) architecture to boost performance; 2, branch instructions are inevitable for traditional matrix inversion methods such as LU algorithm [13] ; 3, SIMD architecture cannot achieve the fastest speed to run branch instructions as these instructions require decomposing each vector into elements and processing them sequentially on the architecture. ously. The reported data is unsatisfactory. To avoid branch instructions, we can invert matrices according to the analytic solution of matrix inverse [11] . The fastest OpenCV implementation of GF takes this strategy to invert 3 × 3 matrices and successfully reduces the run time of inverting 10 6 matrices to less than 100ms. But the implementation complexity of the analytic solution increases with matrix size heavily. When the size of matrix becomes large, the method is no longer implementable manually. This explains why we miss the run time of this method in Fig 1a. We propose a hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm to exploit the parallel computing power of hardwares to its full potential. The ability of our algorithm stems from two hardware-efficient operations: element-wise arithmetic calculations and box filtering. To compare with the built-in LU algorithm adopted by OpenCV, we collect run times of our algorithm implemented by Intel OpenCL and plot them in Fig 1a. The result proves that our method gets a substantial performance boost on Intel platform.
We introduce nonlinearity to GF by synthesizing a polynomial multi-channel guidance from the input guidance to conquer the drawback of the linear model of GF. The linear model usually underfits the input data due to its simplicity and thus is apt to produce over-smoothed results. Fig 1b shows the stereo matching results under the guidance of a gray image and our synthesized multi-channel image. Obviously, the synthesized guidance produces better results. Note that the extra run time in accompany with the nonlinear model can be reduced to an acceptable level by our hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm.
Taking proposed polynomial guidance and new matrix inverse algorithm, we construct a hardware-efficient guided filter (HGF) for multi-label problem. For presentation clarity, we organize the rest of this paper in following way. Section 2 is devoted to introduce related work. In the next section, we present how to invert matrix efficiently and its application in computing regression coefficients. Section 4, 5 discuss HGF in details, including the hardwareefficient implementation and the method to synthesis polynomial guidances. Finally, we conduct comprehensive experiments to verify the superiority of HGF in section 6.
Related Work
Acceleration: People have already proposed many image guided filters such as the Bilateral Filter (BF) [27] and the Median Filter (MF) [34] for edge-preserving smoothing. However, the benefit is not free. For example, the naive implementation of BF usually requires several minutes to filter a typical megapixel image. Several methods have been developed to accelerate the computation of bilateral filtering [7, 21, 23, 32, 8, 5] and as a result people obtained several orders of magnitude speedup. Similar to BF, MF can also effectively filter images while not strongly blurring edges. Although there is little work for speeding up weighted MF [19, 34] , unweighted MF has several solutions [2, 15, 22, 29] . Generally, the main idea of above accelerating methods focuses on reducing the computational complexity per pixel to the optimal O(1). However, the minimal linear complexity of GF leaves no room to reduce the computational complexity further. To accelerate GF, He et al. [9] remind that GF can be sped up by subsampling to subset the amount of data processed. But this strategy inevitably introduces approximation error. A different way is to implement the algorithm of GF on VLSI directly [14] . But Kao et al. [14] only give a gray guidance based GF implementation as existing matrix inverse algorithms are too complicated to implement on hardware. Different from other algorithms, our hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm not only can fully exploit current parallel processors but also can be easily implemented.
Improvement: Due to nice visual quality, fast speed, and ease of implementation, GF since its birth has received much effort to make it much better. In 2012, Lu et al. [18] pointed out that the box window adopted by GF is not geometric-adaptive and design a adaptive support region to take place of it. However, Tan et al. [26] argued that the new designed adaptive support region depends on the scanning order and put forward a further improvement for the support region. In addition, they introduced a quadratic spatial regularization term to GF. But the filtering speed is very slow because they employ traditional algorithms to invert 5 × 5 matrices. Later, Dai et al. [4] successfully incorporated spatial similarity into GF without significant performance degeneration. Unlike previous methods, Li et al. [17] modified GF to adapt it to suppress halo. Through careful investigation, we can find that all these improvements do not make any modification for the gray/color guidance or incorporate more complicated nonlinear model to GF to achieve better results. This is because these modifications will increase the matrix size and therefore make the run time unacceptable. Note that even though all of them only take into account the linear model, their speeds are still slower than GF [4] . Benefiting from our hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm, we realizes these modifications in HGF without sacrificing efficiency.
Technology Brief
In this section, we outline our matrix inverse algorithm and its application in computing w p in Eq (2) . Before the formal discussion, we kindly remind readers to refer to Table 1 for symbol conventions.
The key step of HGF is to calculate the vector w p according to Eq (2) which contains the matrix inverse opera-
Here E denotes an identity matrix
and X p = [ c 0,p , · · · , c n,p ]. As for the vector c i,p , we put
can be interpreted as a linear combination of outer products c i,p c T i,p (4) according to following Proposition 1.
where α ij,p = α n ij,p which can be iteratively computed by
Proof. The recursive formula is derived from the Sherman-Morrison formula [25] . Constrained by maximal 8 pages constraint, we leave derivation details to supplementary materials.
Further, putting Eq (4) into Eq (3), we are able to transform the kth element w p (k) of w p to a linear combination F Calligraphic means that F is a function.
i Italics emphasizes that the variable i is a scalar. p Fraktur denotes p is an image pixel. v Arrow imlies v is a vector. 
of G ij,p as illustrated in Eq (6) . According to Proposition 2, G ij,p equals to the box filtering result G ij (p) of the element-wise production image G i G j . Then w p (k) can be synthesized by composing a set of box filtering results.
Above all, the kth element w p (k) of w p can be figured out in two steps:
1. applying box filter to element-wise production image
Then applying the procedure to each w p (k), we will compose the vector w p . At last, we note that above two steps computing procedure is only composed by arithmetic calculation and box filtering. The matrix inverse operation is completely eliminated in the computation procedure. At first, we exploit the input guidance to synthesize a polynomial guidance. Then the input cost slice together with the polynomial guidance are used to produce box filtering images G ij (12) . After that we compute α ij and W i from G ij according to Eq (14) (13). At last, the filtering result is yielded by Eq (15) . Note that each step only involves element-wise arithmetic computation or box filtering.
Hardware-Efficient Guided Filter
In this section, we define HGF and present its hardwareefficient implementation in detail. Fig 2 plots the overall computing procedure to give a general idea for our HGF.
Defintion
The key assumption of HGF is the generalized linear model (7) between the synthesized n-channel guidance G and the output Z, where w p is constant in the window Ω p .
According to the local multipoint filtering framework [16] , HGF comprises two major steps: 1) multipoint estimation: calculating the estimates for a set of points within a local support, and 2) aggregation: fusing multipoint estimates available for each point. Specifically, in the first step, HGF estimates the coefficients w p of model (7) by minimizing the linear ridge regression (8), where Y denotes an input image and the closed-form solution of the minimizer w p is Eq (2). In the second step, HGF puts the
minimizer w p of optimization (8) into Eq (7) and obtains a set of values Z p (q) = n i=1 w i,p G i (q) + w 0,p , q ∈ Ω p for a given window Ω p . So each pixel q has |Ω p | values. HGF aggregates these values together and considers their mean 
where w a q = 1 |Ωq| p∈Ωq w p is the average of w p in Ω q .
Polynomial Guidance
GF exploits the linear model (1) to estimate filtering results from an input guidance. However, it is unreasonable to expect that the linear model works well under all circumstances as the linear models (1) of GF are apt to underfits data due to its simplicity and thus produces over-smoothing filtering results. We address the problem by synthesizing a polynomial guidance from a raw image.
The polynomial guidance is designed to introduce nonlinearity to the generalized linear model (7) . For example, Eq (10) shows the polynomial model with a gray input
guidance I, where d is the degree of the polynomial function. Compared with the linear model (7), we can find the equivalence between the linear model (7) and the polynomial model (10) if we assume G i = I i . This inspires us to introduce nonlinearity to HGF by synthesizing a polynomial guidance, where each channel of the synthesized polynomial guidance is produced by a polynomial function operated on a channel of the input guidance. This method can be easily extended to the multichannel guidance. In the case when the input guidance is multichannel, it is straightforward to apply the map procedure G (i−1)d+j = I j i to each channel independently, where I i denotes the ith channel of the multichannel guidance I and n is the channel number of I. After that we stack produced results of each channel of the input multichannel guidance I to synthesize our polynomial guidance. Mathematically, the linear model (7) in this situation is equivalent to following nonlinear polynomial model (11) . So we successfully endow the nonliearity to the generalized linear model (7) of HGF.
Hardware-Efficient Implementation
Here we present the matrix inverse algorithm tailored to (λE + X T p X p ) −1 to make full use of the parallel computing ability of hardwares. HGF in the first step calculates the minimizer (2) of the linear ridge regression (8) . However traditional matrix inverse algorithms cannot fully take advantages of the parallel computing hardwares. Fortunately, Eq (6) sheds light on a hardware-efficient way to compute w p because it guarantees the kth element w p (k) of w p is the linear combination of the box filtering result G ij (p). Specifically, putting B(X) denote the box filtering result of an image X, W i and α ij record all values of w p (i) and α ij,p for arbitrary p in the image domain (i.e. W i (p) = w p (i), α ij (p) = α ij,p ), we can generalize Eq (6) to following element-wise arithmetic calculations (13) of box filtering results G ij (12) . Here G 0 denotes matrix of ones, G i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) stand for the ith channel of the synthesized polynomial n-channel guidance G, G n+1 be the alias of the input image Y . Similarly, the updat-
ing formulate of α κ ij,p can also be modified to the elementwise arithmetic calculation of matrices (14) , where α 0 00 =
HGF in the second step computes filtering results Z(p)
according to the average of coefficients w p . Define the average operator A(X) = B(X)/B(G 0 ), we can formulate the element-wise arithmetic calculation form of Eq (9) as
Taking a closer look at Eq (12) (13) (14) (15), we find that all equations only involve two computation types (Fig 2  sums up computation types in each step and overall computation flowchart): one is element-wise arithmetic calculations of matrices, the other is box filtering for images. Both computations can easily exert the parallelism power of current hardware. More importantly, there are highly optimized libraries for CPU and GPU. In the next, we present how to implement them in a hardware-efficient way.
Element-wise arithmetic calculations is a typical data parallel task because it distributes the operation over ele-ments of a matrix. In parallel computing literatures, it belongs to the map pattern [20] which applies an elemental function to an actual collection of input data. Current CPU and GPU do well in these calculations as the SIMD instructions of CPU and GPU can benefit from same computations done on different pieces of data in the data parallel task. Although inverting matrices simultaneously belongs to the map pattern too, it cannot be as efficient as our method because inverting operation is not directly supported by hardware and thus can not benefit from SIMD instructions. In contrast the arithmetic computations can be directly allocated to a core of CPU or thread of GPU for parallel computing. Finally, we note that element-wise arithmetic calculations are supported by many softwares or libraries such as such as Matlab, ViennaCL [24] and Arrayfire [31] .
Box filtering produces a smoothing image of which has a value equal to the sum of its neighboring pixels in the input image and can be computed in linear time from the Summed Area Table [3] . Different from element-wise calculation, box filtering belongs to the stencil pattern [20] that is a generalization of the map pattern in which an elemental function can access not only a single element in an input collection but also a set of neighbors. A detailed description on how to implement the stencil pattern efficiently on parallel devices can be found in the book [20] . Fortunately, we do not need to implement the box filtering manually since two libraries OpenCV of Intel and NPP of Nvidia already have offered.
More Discussion for HGF
In this section, we clarity the connection and differences between HGF and GF. Moreover, the performance and implementation concerns of HGF will also be discussed.
Connection with GF
Our matrix inverse algorithm can also be used to speed up GF. Specifically, GF minimizes optimization (16) to determine the coefficient w p , where w p is a 4 elements vector. Let c i,p be a n element vector extracted from I i in 3,p ], 1 denote the identity vector, x p = 1 n X T 1, c n+1,p = 1 n c T n+1,p 1, X T p = X T p − 1 x T p and c n+1,p = c n+1,p − c n+1,p 1, then w p (0) = c n+1,p − w T p x p . and the last three terms of w p can be computed by Eq (17) .
The form of Eq (17) is same to Eq (2). Hence we can apply the same technique to invert the matrix.
Differences From GF
HGF is similar to GF but not same to it. Simply put, there are three major differences between the two filters:
The guidance is different. GF directly takes a gray/color image as its guidance I. Contrarily, HGF synthesizes a multi-channels polynomial guidance G from a gray or color input image. With increasing channel number, the guidance carries more and more information.
The cost function is different. The regularization term of GF does not punish w p (0). In contrast, HGF treats all elements of w p equally in the cost function (8) as the minimizer (3) can be computed in a hardware-efficient way and the final result of HGF in the multi-label system is much better according to our experiments.
The matrix inverse algorithm is different. GF does not take any special measure to accelerate the speed of inverting matrices. On the contrary, HGF designs an effective matrix inverse algorithm to fully utilize the parallel ability of current hardwares. As a result, the computational procedure of HGF only comprises two hardware-efficient operations: element-wise arithmetic calculations and box filtering.
Performance Evaluation
Our experiments are conducted on a Laptop with an Intel i7 CPU and GTX 960 GPU. In order to compare the running performance fairly and comprehensively, we exploit two C++ libraries (i.e. OpenCV and Arrayfire [31] ) to implement GF and HGF, where the Summed Area Table [3] accelerated box filtering and the three matrix inverse algorithms are incorporated into the two filters. Here the three matrix inverse algorithms are:
• Built-in LU matrix inverse algorithm: We use the built-in matrix inverse function "inv" of OpenCV to compute final filtering results of GF. The built-in function takes a highly optimized LU matrix inverse algorithm and the input matrix can be arbitrary size.
• Analytic solution of matrix inverse algorithm: The closed-form solution of each invertible matrix can be expressed by adjugate matrices. It is an efficient way to calculate the inverse of small matrices but is inefficient for large matrices. The built-in function "Guided-Filter" of OpenCV takes it to compute color-guidance Algorithms 3 5 7 9
GF 1 0.85s 1.36s 2.01s 2.83s GF 2 0.17s 0.35s HGF 0.08s 0.16s 0.25s 0.43s Table 2 : Execution time to filter 10 3 ×10 3 gray images with different guidances on CPU, where the channel number of guidance varies from 3 to 10. results of GF. We only extend it to inverse 5 × 5 matrices because the matrix inverse code becomes much complex when the matrix size is large than 5 and thus it is nearly impossible to write the code of inverting 7 × 7 and 9 × 9 matrices by hand (the analytic solutions of 7 × 7 and 9 × 9 matrix inverse are listed in the supplemental material for demonstration).
• Our hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm:
We incorporate it with our HGF to produce final results. Note that unlike the first algorithm that can invert arbitrary matrices and the second algorithm that only suits to a small matrix, our method can invert a arbitrary size matrix only if the matrix is invertible and can be presented by λE
OpenCV is taken to reimplement GF according to its public Matlab code, where the C++ code is basically a lineby-line translation of the Matlab code and the matrix inverse algorithm is provided by the built-in "inv" function of OpenCV and our implementation according to the analytic solution of matrix inverse. We denote GF adopting the two implementations as GF 1 and GF 2 . Since both the algorithm of GF and its Matlab code published by He et al. [10] do not consider parallelism or SIMD instructions, we compile the C++ code of GF with default complier option. Similarly, we do not take tricks to speed up HGF: the code of HGF is also compiled by default compiler option and all parallel computing infrastructure is provided by Arrayfire.
The GF 1 and HGF rows of Table 2 report execution times of GF and HGF for a 10 3 × 10 3 guidance with increasing channel number on CPU. According to our experiments, HGF is much faster than GF. Due to the smaller running cost of our matrix inverse algorithm, it is more efficient even if channel number of guidance is large. We also test the GF code using analytic solution of matrix inverse. The experimental data for 3/5-channel guidances are reported in the Table 3 : Execution time of HGF on Nvidia GPU with increasing guidances channel number n, where the input is a gray image with increasing sizes, the channel number of guidance varies from 3 to 9. GF 2 row. We can observe the speed of the analytic solution is faster than generalized matrix inverse function "inv" function of OpenCV, but is still slower than our matrix inverse algorithm. In short, the analytic solution achieves a relative fast speed by paying an extremely heavy cost to translate it into element-wise calculation.
Box filtering takes up most of the run time of HGF. The area graph in Fig 3 displays the execution time of box filtering in preparing matrices λE + X T p X p (2), inverting these matrices and remainder computation in GF and HGF, where the green denotes the box filtering time, the orange presents matrix inverse time and the horizontal axis is the channel number of guidance. We can observe that box filtering in HGF consumes more than half of the time. This inspires us to precompute the box filtering results G ij = B(G i G j ) of all pair-wise production image G i G j in Eq (13) (14) (15) to accelerate the computational speed of HGF further. Unlike HGF, matrix inverse operation in GF spends most of the time. So GF cannot take the same strategy to reduce its run time. At last, we note that an unignorable part of the overall execution time of HGF is spent by the "remainder" part denoted by the blue in Fig (3) and most time of this part is payed for box filtering as Eq (15) involves n box filters.
Here n is the channel number of the guidance. To demonstrate the actual power of our algorithm, we accelerate HGF by precomputing all-pair box filtering results G ij = B(G i G j ). Table 3 reports the execution time tested on GPU with increasing guidance channel number. For guidance images of which the channel number is smaller than 7, the performance is realtime. It is also worth noting that the performance of HGF scales well with the size of input image (i.e. the execution time does not change with the data size). We contributes this ability to the parallel computing ability of HGF.
Experiments and Applications
To demonstrate the ability of our HGF, we apply it to three classic multi-label problems: stereo matching, optical flow and image segmentation. To show the robustness of our method, we use following, the same constant parameter setting to generate our results: (λ = 0.05, r = 7), where r indicates the radius of box window and λ balances the two terms in Eq (8) . In the following experiments, each channel G i of the polynomial guidance G is synthesized by the mapping G (i−1)d+j = I j i (1 ≤ j ≤ 2) with a color input guidance I and total five edge-aware filters including BF [27] , GF [10] , CLMF [18] , MLPA [26] and our HGF are taken to perform comparison. For each application, we incorporate above five filters into the same framework to procedure final results. Experiments disclose our filter achieves the best result in terms of accuracy.
Nonlinearity We own the achievement of HGF to the synthesized polynomial guidance which introduces nonlinearity to our HGF. Fig 4 compares the polynomial model and linear model on an artificial dataset, which consists of a curve extracting from a nature image and strong noise added to every fifth datapoints. From the plotted fitting curves of linear model, we can observe that the linear model fails in the dataset. We thus believe that linear model will fail too while smoothing highly corrupted cost slice in the following experiments
Stereo Matching
We conduct experiments based on the cost volume filtering framework [12] . This framework comprises cost volume computation, cost aggregation, disparity computation and post processing. Above five filters are employed for cost aggregation. According to the results reported in Fig 5, our method outperforms other aggregation filters and the run time is less than 800ms.
Optical Flow Xiao et al. [30] separate the traditional onestep variational updating model into a two-step filteringbased updating model for optical flow estimation, where BF is proposed to substitute the original anisotropic diffusion process. In this framework, we substitute original BF with GF, CLMF, MLPA and HGF to test the performance of these filters. According to Fig 6, our method can detect tiny structure in the optical flow images within 900ms.
Image Segmentation
We also take the cost volume filtering framework [12] to show that HGF performs well for image segmentation, where the labels encode whether a pixel belongs to the foreground or background and cost computation is same to Hosni et al. [12] . Fig 7 proves that our HGF is able to distinguish foreground from background much 
Conclusion
This paper presented an effective guided image filter for multi-label problem. We own the power to the nonlinearity introduced by the synthesized polynomial guidance. A side effect of the nonlinearity model is that it inevitably increases the running cost as we have to invert a bulk of large matrices. Fortunately, our new designed hardware-efficient matrix inverse algorithm can reduce the run time significantly by the help of our effective matrix inverse technique. We believe our filter will greatly profit building efficient computer vision systems in other multi-label problems.
